The probability distribution of the geometric curvature C (2-form) governing the geometric phase of transported quantum states is calculated for N × N matrix Hamiltonians generated from the Gaussian unitary ensemble, and depending on two parameters x, y. The distributions take the form of scaling functions, different for N = 2 and N > 2 but both decaying asymptotically as 1/|C| 5/2 , with scalings depending on x, y and N.
Introduction
Central to geometric phase theory [1, 2] is the curvature of the connection governing the transport of quantum states. This is a 2-form, inhabiting the space of parameters, whose significance is threefold: the geometric phase of a quantum system transported round a circuit is the flux of the curvature through any surface bounded by the circuit; the flux of the curvature through a closed surface counts its monopole singularities (energy-level degeneracies) within the surface (Chern number [3] ); and the curvature gives the leading post-adiabatic force ('geometric magnetism') describing the dynamics of the parameters [4] [5] [6] . Denoting the parameters collectively by X, the curvature, for an eigenstate labelled n of a Hamiltonian H(X), is C n (X) = Im ⟨d X n (X)| ∧ |d X n (X)⟩ .
(1.1) (As explained in section 3 of [1] , ∧ denotes the wedge product of differential geometry, generalising the cross product when X is a vector.) There have been studies for a wide range of systems (e.g. [7] ), in which the curvature is calculated for specific Hamiltonians. In practice, the unavoidable presence of disorder or complicated interactions can lead to Hamiltonians that (in physically natural bases) include randomness. Quantum properties such as curvature are then best represented using random-matrix ensembles [8, 9] . This motivates our focus here, on states that are random, with randomness inherited from Hamiltonians H(X) drawn from an ensemble and depending deterministically on some parameters X. A natural question is: what are the statistics of C n , in particular its probability distribution P C (C)? We will determine P C (C) for what seems the simplest nontrivial model, in which the parameter space is two-dimensional, i.e X = (x,y), and the Hamiltonian is
where H 0 , H x and H y are three N × N matrices drawn from the Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE) [8] . A similar Hamiltonian was studied [10, 11] in connection with the statistics of Chern numbers. The GUE is chosen because H must be complex Hermitian; if H is real symmetric, e.g. for the Gaussian orthogonal ensemble (GOE), the geometric phase curvature is zero. It would be possible to generalise the calculation that follows to cases where one or two of H 0 , H x , or H y is a GOE matrix, but we choose to study the simplest non-trivial case, which is (1.2) with three GUE matrices. Our study continues the exploration of the intersection of geometric phase theory and random-matrix theory. For the model, C n (x,y) is a scalar, which can be written using (1.1) or more conveniently a form [1] involving the energy eigenvalues. Simplifying notation by writing the dependence on x, y explicitly, the curvature is
Im ⟨n| H x |m⟩ ⟨m| H y |n⟩
(1.3)
To illustrate the behavour of the curvature whose statistics we will calculate, figure 1 shows the curvature as a function of x and y for a state of a sample Hamiltonian of the form (1.2).
The large values of C occur near parameters for which the level spacing between the state and either of its nearest neighbours is small. This observation, that the large values of |C| come from the small spacings, enables a simple estimate of the asymptotic behaviour of P C (C). From (1.3),
Since the level spacing for the GUE exhibits quadratic repulsion [12] , the asymptotic distribution of the curvatures is
We calculate P C (C) for N = 2 in section 2, and in section 3 for higher N, in particular large N. For a reason that will soon be obvious, the distributions in these two cases are very different, in contrast to (for example) the level spacings distribution, which for N > 2 is accurately given by the familiar 2 × 2 formula. The two distributions are given by universal functions depending on C only through an x and y dependent single-parameter scaling. The calculated curvature probability distributions are verified by numerical simulations. Appendix A contains technical calculations of the scaling. The curvature calculations involve a 3 × 3 matrix approximation, and appendix B compares the associated level spacings distribution with the familiar 2 × 2 case.
To avoid confusion, we point out that the geometric phase curvature considered here is unrelated to the level curvature in quantum chaology and random-matrix theory [12] . The former is a property of the parameter-dependence of the eigenstates, and the latter concerns the parameter-dependence of the eigenvalues.
Curvature distribution for 2 × 2 Hamiltonians
For this case there are only two states, the sum (1.3) has only one term, and the curvatures are
this becomes
Thus the desired probability distribution is
where ⟨· · · ⟩ denotes the average over the GUE ensembles of the 2 × 2 matrices H 0 , H x and H y .
(No confusion should be caused by the fact that ⟨· · · ⟩ also conventionally denotes quantum matrix elements.) Neglecting possible correlations between the matrix elements u x , etc and the spacing S (numerics indicates these are negligible even if not zero), we can separate the averages over these quantities. The matrix elements are gauss-distributed (except for states near the edge of the spectrum), and u x and u y are uncorrelated with v x and v y . But u x and u y are correlated, as are v x and v y . These correlations must exist, because u x and u y are related by the real part of the identity (expressing the orthogonality of the two eigenstates of H) and v x and v y are related by the imaginary part. Thus the joint probability distribution of u x and u y is
where V x and V y are the variances of u x and u y and K is their correlation coefficient; similarly for v x and v y . Evaluating the fourfold Gaussian integral gives ≠
and then the integral over t in (2.4) gives
The final average is over the spacings S, for which we use the known 2 × 2 GUE distribution, scaled with the mean spacing ⟨S⟩:
Thus the desired curvature distribution is 10) with asymptotics agreeing with the estimate (1.5) and the scaling
The x and y dependences of the quantitites contributing to A are calculated in appendix A, and lead to
This can be compared with numerical calculations of C directly from (2.1), employing 10000 samples of the three 2 × 2 GUE matrices in (1.2). As figure 2 shows, the agreement is excellent.
Curvature distribution for N × N Hamiltonians (N > 2)
The difference from N = 2 is that each state n (except for the edge states n = 1 and n = N) has two nearest neighbours, m = n − 1 and m = n + 1, not one. The minimal theoretical model for the curvature is to include only these two neighbours in the sum (1.3), and neglect m = n ± 2, etc. This is essentially a 3 × 3 model-analogous to the 2 × 2 model that so accurately reproduces the level spacings for N > 2. Thus, instead of P C (C) = ⟨δ (C − C n )⟩, with C n given by the sum (1.3), we now have (cf (2.4) for the 2 × 2 case)
in which the suffixes 1 and 2 refer to m = n − 1 and m = n + 1. For N ≫ 1 we will consider 'bulk' states n near the middle of the spectrum, i.e. n ~ N/2, for which the level density is nearly constant and the statistics involving m = n − 1 and m = n + 1 are the same. As for N = 2, we separate the averages over the matrix elements and the spacings, and neglect correlations between the u and v elements; both steps are supported by numerics. Additionally, we now note that the matrix elements for the states 1 and 2 are independent. Therefore the average over matrix elements factorises and, after using the distribution (2.6), incorporating the correlation between u x , u y , and between v x , v y , we get (see (2.7))
To obtain P C (C), we first evaluate the t integral, and then average over the spacings S 1 and S 2 . Before doing so, we will scale the variables, in a way that requires anticipating the 2-spacings distribution. This cannot be approximated by two independent single-spacings distributions, because S 1 and S 2 are correlated. The natural approximation is to use the 2-spacings Figure 2 . Geometric curvature probability distributions for 2 × 2 Hamiltonians. Yellow: numerical histograms; red: theory (equations (2.10) and (2.12)). distribution for 3 × 3 matrices. A slight extension of exact calculations in [13] gives the convenient normalised form
The associated single-spacings distribution is discussed in appendix B. The mean spacing for P ab is
However, for the average in (3.2) we need to express the distribution not in terms of ⟨S ab ⟩ but in terms of the mean spacing ⟨S H ⟩ of neighbouring eigenvalues of H(x,y) in (1.2) (assumed ordered by increasing n), namely
Thus for the average in (3.2) we need the distribution
After rescaling and then evaluating the integral over t, we get the curvature distribution in the scaled form (see the 2 × 2 analogue (2.10))
in which the universal curvature distribution function is
with the scaling (see the 2 × 2 analogue (2.11))
To evaluate the spacings average using the distribution (3.3), we use polar coordinates S a = r cos θ, S b = r sin θ (3.10) and integrate over r first. Thus (3.8) becomes
This can be evaluated explicitly, and intricate algebra brings the universal curvature distibution function to what seems the simplest form: For the function P c (c), the variance c 2 diverges, but ⟨|c|⟩ is finite:
14)
The limiting forms are
. (3.15) It is interesting to compare P c (c) with its 2 × 2 counterpart (2.10). Figure 3 shows both distributions, scaled to have mean values unity. For |c| ≫ 1, the distribution decays as 1/|c| 5/2 , like the 2 × 2 distribution (2.10) and as anticipated in (1.5). The difference between N = 2 and N > 2 is evident near c = 0: including both nearest-neighbour spacings, rather than one, reduces the height of the peak and smooths its sharp corner. To apply the distribution according to (3.7), we need the scaling function A in (3.9). We expect the variances V x and V y and the correlation K, to be the same as in the 2 × 2 case (A.10) and (A.14), and numerics supports this. The mean spacing is slightly different, but can easily be found using the known GUE level density near the middle of the spectrum (or alternatively directly from the semicircle distribution using the fact that for x = y = 0 the extremes of the N ≫ 1 spectrum are E = ±2 √ N:
From (3.4) and (3.9), the scaling now follows:
The theory can be compared with numerical calculations of C directly from (1.3), employing 10000 samples of the three GUE matrices in (1.2). Figure 4 shows the comparison for N = 4, and figure 5 for N = 40. For 4 × 4 Hamiltonians, the agreement is essentially perfect. For 40 × 40 Hamiltonians, the agreement is good, except near C = 0, where the theory Figure 4 . Geometric curvature probability distributions for the n = 2 state of 4 × 4 Hamiltonians. Yellow: numerical histograms; red: theory (equations (3.9), (3.12) and (3.13)).
predicts maxima slightly too high. This is probably due to neglect of the contributions from next-nearest and more distant neighbours of the state n. Supporting this interpretation are calculations (not shown), indicating that the discrepancy is eliminated when the numerics are repeated using only nearest-neighbour spacings in (1.2).
Concluding remarks
The geometric curvature is a gauge-invariant local manifestation of the geometry of quant um states that depend on parameters. It is a physical ingredient for understanding a variety of electronic properties [14] , including electric polarisation [15] , charge and spin transport [7] , anomalous Hall effect [16] , topological insulators and superconductors [17] [18] [19] and topological photonics [20] . This body of research indicates that the curvature can influence the physics in a number of ways (for example via the Chern number [3] ). Such influences, together with the presence of disorder, motivated the calculation reported here.
The 3 × 3 approximation we have used to calculate the curvature distribution gives accurate agreement with numerical calculations, except for a slight discrepancy near C = 0. In applications, this would probably not be significant. Extending the theory to include higher neighbours m = n ± 2, etc, would surely eliminate the discrepancy. But this would be difficult, because it would involve averaging over the distribution of all the correlated more distant spacings.
We have considered Hamiltonians represented by random matrices from the GUE ensemble, so our results would apply to situations where the wavefunctions are delocalised (extended): the ergodic regime. Obtaining the curvature statistics for localised or partly localised wavefunctions would require averaging over other random-matrix ensembles.
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Appendix A. Calculation of the scaling (2.12)
In calculating the quantities contributing to the scaling A, we start with the mean spacing ⟨S⟩, conveniently expressed in terms of S 2 via the 2 × 2 spacings distribution (2.9):
For any 2 × 2 Hermitian matrix H = {{α, β} , {β * , δ}}, the level spacing is given by
The elements α, β, δ, depending on x and y, are given by the elements of the uncorrelated 2 × 2 GUE matrices in (1.2), i.e. All means are zero, and for the variances-the same for all three matrices-we adopt the common convention Now a straightforward calculation gives
The variances V x and V y are mutually symmetric in x and y, so we need only evaluate (see (2.2))
The x, y dependence of V x comes from the (normalised) eigenstates |1⟩ and |2⟩ of the 2 × 2 matrix H(x, y) (see (1.2)). These can be calculated explicitly, and after considerable algebra the matrix element in (A.6) is conveniently expressed in terms of the quantities This must be averaged over the distribution of the matrix elements a 0 …c y , which is multivariate Gaussian with variances that follow from (A.7) and (A.4):
It is convenient to first perform the Gaussian integrals over all the variables except b, c, e, after which the b, c, e integrals are also Gaussian. The resulting variances are
Finally, we need the correlation K between u x and u y , namely
To calculate ⟨u x u y ⟩ (= ⟨v x v y ⟩), we use the identity (2.5), whose square, using (A.6), gives
The average over the matrix element of H 0 can be calculated using algebra similar to that leading to (A.10), leading tö
(A.13)
Together with (A.12) and (A.10), this gives
. (A.14)
The scaling (2.12) now follows from (2.11), (A.5), (A.10) and (A.14). As a check, supporting the sometimes intricate analytical calculations outlined here, we have numerically simulated the averages ⟨S⟩, V x , V y and K in (2.11).
Appendix B. Comparison of 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 spacings distributions
The single-spacings distribution determined from the 3 × 3 two-spacings distribution (3.3) is given in [13] . After scaling to mean spacing unity, this is P 3×3 (S) = ⟨S ab ⟩ 
1) It is interesting to compare this with the familiar 2 × 2 spacings distribution P S (S), given by (2.9). As figure B1 shows, the distributions are almost identical.
For small S, the coefficients describing the quadratic level repulsion are almost the same: (B.
2)
The exact coefficient [21] is 3.289 87, differing from the 3 × 3 result by about 0.1%. Figure 5(b) , showing the difference between the 2 × 2 and 3 × 3 approximations to the GUE spacings distributions, is almost identical to figure 4.2(a) in [12] , which shows the difference between the 2 × 2 approximation and the exact GUE spacing, indicating that the discrepancy between 2 × 2 and exact is almost entirely eliminated by 3 × 3. 
